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designed to produce orthopaedic insoles 
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A Spanish technological centre has designed and developed a 3D scanner that digitalizes foam box and 
unloaded foot obtaining a 3D file to produce orthopaedic insoles. It is offered as a software license or a full 
pack including the software, the iPad and the structure or special scanning camera adapted to the iPad. 
They are looking for partners to establish a distribution services agreement, preferably from the podiatry 
sector, interested in distributing the system around Europe. 
 
 
A Spanish technological centre focused in the improvement of products, environment and services that 
people use, has designed and developed a dedicated 3D scanner to digitalize foam box and unloaded foot 
based to produce orthopaedic insoles. It consists on a customized software to be installed in an iPad and the 
structure or scanning camera for the iPad. There is a wide range to acquire and use the system, from 
turnkey solutions (including hardware and software) to pay-per-use options via tokens, being in all cases the 
most economical and profitable solution in the market. The files created by the system are stored in the 
iCloud; each podiatrist has a unique password and login configured for each scanner or licence. In this way, 
a backup is always at podiatrist disposal, making very easy their own clinical records management. Besides, 
the software is ready to be linked with the manufacturing centre, which could implement their own business-
to business in order to transfer files, forms, etc. All this information being properly encrypted. Today this 
system has been qualified by its users as the most versatile solution on the market, as well as the most 
accurate and easy to use by podiatry professionals. The centre is currently looking for partners to distribute 
its system around Europe via a distribution services agreement. The preferred profile of companies that they 
seek are providers of technological services for podiatry companies. 
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